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ABSTRACT

Aim Human activities and the consequent extirpations of native species and introductions of non-native species have been modifying the composition of species assemblages throughout the world. These anthropogenic impacts have modified the richness of assemblages as well as the biological dissimilarity among them. However, while changes in taxonomic dissimilarity (i.e. accounting for species composition) have been assessed intensively during the last decade there are still few assessments of changes in functional dissimilarity (i.e. accounting for the diversity of biological traits). Here, we assess the temporal changes in both taxonomic and functional dissimilarities for freshwater fish assemblages across Europe.

Location Western Palaearctic, 137 river basins.

Methods The Jaccard index was used to quantify the changes in both taxonomic and functional dissimilarity. We then partitioned dissimilarity to extract its turnover component and measured the changes in the contribution of turnover to dissimilarity.

Results Functional homogenization exceeded taxonomic homogenization six-fold. More importantly, we found only a moderate positive correlation between these changes. For instance, 40% of assemblages that experienced taxonomic differentiation were actually functionally homogenized. Taxonomic and functional homogenizations were stronger when the historical level of taxonomic dissimilarity among assemblages was high and when a high number of non-native species were introduced in the assemblages. Moreover, translocated species (i.e. non-native species originating from Europe) played a stronger role than exotic species (i.e. those coming from outside Europe) in this homogenization process, while extirpation did not play a significant role.

Main conclusions Change in taxonomic diversity cannot be used to predict changes in functional diversity. In addition, as functional diversity has been proven to be a better indicator of ecosystem functioning and stability than taxonomic diversity, further studies are required to test the potential effects of functional homogenization at the local scale.
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INTRODUCTION

The current biodiversity crisis is characterized by an accelerated rate of species extinction due to the increasing anthropogenic impacts on ecosystems, mainly through habitat change, pollution and exploitation of populations (Cardinale et al., 2012). However, besides the extirpation of some species from their native range, human activities have also been promoting the introduction of species outside their native range (Vander Zanden, 2005; Strayer & Hillebrand, 2012). These extirpation
and introduction processes have acted together to modify the composition and richness of local assemblages, as well as the dissimilarity between them (Olden & Poff, 2004; Villéger & Brosse, 2012). The impacts of species introduction and extirpation on biodiversity have been increasingly studied during the last decade (Olden & Rooney, 2006). For instance, in freshwater ecosystems introductions of non-native fish species have modified the natural patterns of species richness (Leprieur et al., 2008a) and have increased the level of similarity in species composition between faunas (Rahel, 2000; Olden et al., 2008; Villéger et al., 2011a).

This trend towards taxonomic homogenization (i.e. increase in the similarity of species composition among species assemblages over time) has been confirmed for many other taxa across the world (Lockwood et al., 2000; Spear & Chown, 2008; Winter et al., 2009; Olden et al., 2011). In contrast, the impact of introductions and extirpations on the functional facet of biodiversity has seldom been quantified (Baiser & Lockwood, 2011; Luck & Smallbone, 2011; Pool & Olden, 2012; Matsuzaki et al., 2013). Yet there may be no direct relationship between changes in taxonomic and functional dissimilarity among assemblages. For instance, a pair of assemblages that exhibits taxonomic differentiation (i.e. an increase in dissimilarity) can actually be functionally homogenized if the unique non-native species introduced in each assemblage are functionally similar to each other. Within the biotic homogenization framework, the analysis of changes in functional dissimilarity is hence complementary to the assessment of changes in taxonomic dissimilarity. Indeed, functional diversity was recognized as an important dimension of biodiversity in governing ecosystem functioning, and accounting for species functional traits (i.e. biological attributes linked to species niche and role) is necessary to evaluate how change in species composition may affect ecosystem processes (Naeem et al., 2012). By decreasing complementarity among functionally dissimilar communities, functional homogenization is likely to decrease the viability of connected communities facing disturbances (Clavé et al., 2011). Therefore, assessing the level of functional homogenization will permit a better understanding of the potential consequences of biodiversity change on ecosystem functioning than just measuring the level of taxonomic homogenization.

Here, we focused on European freshwater fish assemblages that have experienced frequent introductions of non-native species of species originating from different areas of the globe (Leprieur et al., 2008a,b; Blanchet et al., 2009). We used the frameworks of Baselga (2012) and Villéger et al. (2013) to quantify taxonomic and functional dissimilarity between European fish faunas. We assessed the temporal changes in these biodiversity facets following introductions of non-native species and extirpations of native species. We quantified the correlation between the change in functional dissimilarity and the change in taxonomic dissimilarity to test whether the latter could be used as a surrogate of the former. Finally, we disentangled the relative effects of historical dissimilarity and of number of extirpations and introductions on changes in taxonomic and functional dissimilarity.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

**Measuring dissimilarity and contribution of turnover**

Measuring biological dissimilarity between species assemblages has a long history in ecology since the definition of the concept of beta diversity (Whittaker, 1956). This concept was first proposed to assess differences in species composition, i.e. taxonomic dissimilarity (Koleff et al., 2003), but it has recently been extended to functional (Villéger et al., 2013) and phylogenetic (Leprieur et al., 2012) facets of biodiversity.

Taxonomic dissimilarity based on species composition is the percentage of species present only in one assemblage within a pair of assemblages, and it can be measured with the Jaccard index

\[
\beta_{\text{div}} = \frac{b+c}{a+b+c},
\]

where \(a\) is the number of species shared by the two assemblages and \(b\) and \(c\) are the number of species unique to each assemblage (Fig. 1a). The index ranges from 0 when the assemblages are identical \((b = c = 0)\) to 1 when the assemblages have totally distinct species compositions \((a = 0)\). However, dissimilarity accounts for both the number of unique species and the difference in species richness. For instance, the dissimilarity between two assemblages of similar richness and sharing only few species \((b = c >> a)\) can be close to the dissimilarity between a species-poor assemblage in which composition is a subsample of a species-rich assemblage \((b >> a = c = 0)\). To solve this issue, Baselga (2012) proposed an additive partition of taxonomic dissimilarity into a nestedness-resultant component accounting for difference in species richness and a turnover component independent of difference in species richness. This turnover component accounts for the number of species replaced and the species richness in the poorest assemblage:

\[
\beta_{\text{turn}} = \frac{2 \times \min(b, c)}{a + 2 \times \min(b, c)}.
\]

It ranges from 0, when the species present in the poorest assemblage are a subsample of the species present in the richest assemblage \((\min(b, c) = 0)\), to 1, when the assemblages share no species \((a = 0)\).

As turnover is a component of dissimilarity, we propose to measure its relative contribution to dissimilarity, hereafter denoted \(\beta_{\text{turn}}\) (Toussaint et al., 2014):

\[
\frac{\beta_{\text{turn}}}{\beta_{\text{div}}} = \frac{2 \times \min(b, c)}{a + 2 \times \min(b, c)} \times \frac{a + b + c}{b + c}.
\]

Measuring the contribution of turnover to dissimilarity is by definition not possible when dissimilarity is null (i.e. when \(b = c = 0\)). However, such a situation of complete similarity in species composition or functional space filling is rare in practice, especially at large spatial scales. The \(\beta_{\text{turn}}\) index is minimal and equals 0 when turnover is null \((\min(b, c) = 0)\), i.e. when the
Assessing changes in taxonomic and functional dissimilarities

The partitioning of taxonomic and functional dissimilarities can be used to describe biogeographic patterns at a given time (Baselga et al., 2012; Villéger et al., 2013). It also allows quantification of temporal changes in the taxonomic and functional facets of biodiversity following changes in species composition. For instance, extirpations of native species and introductions of non-native species modify the species and functional diversity of assemblages but also the proportion of diversity (i.e. number of species or volume of functional space) they share. Let us define \( e \) as the change from historical to current period in the diversity shared by two assemblages (\( e \geq -a \)), and \( f \) and \( g \) as the changes in the diversity unique to each of the two assemblages (\( f \geq -b \) and \( g \geq -c \)). Change in dissimilarity and change in contribution of turnover to dissimilarity from a historical to a current period (after species introductions and extirpations occurred) can then be written as:

\[
\Delta \beta_{\text{tax}} = \frac{b + f + c + g}{a + e + b + f + c + g} - \frac{b + c}{a + b + c}
\]

\[
\Delta \rho_{\text{num}} = \frac{2 \times \min(b + f, c + g)}{a + e + 2 \times \min(b + f, c + g)} \times \frac{a + e + b + f + c + g}{b + f + c + g} - \frac{2 \times \min(b, c)}{a + 2 \times \min(b, c)} \times \frac{a + b + c}{b + c}.
\]

A decrease in dissimilarity (i.e. an increase in the percentage of species or functional space shared) means that assemblages became homogenized after their composition changed (Fig. 2). On the contrary, an increase in dissimilarity indicates a differentiation (Fig. 2). Interestingly, changes in taxonomic and functional dissimilarities are a priori independent of each other (Fig. 2). For instance, a taxonomic homogenization could induce a functional differentiation if the species added to only one assemblage fill a unique portion of the functional space (Fig. 2). Similarly, a taxonomic differentiation could induce a functional homogenization if the species introduced in only one of the two assemblages fill the same portion of the functional space (Fig. 2).

The decomposition of dissimilarity according to Basela’s framework meets two important conditions required for assessing temporal change in taxonomic dissimilarity in pairs of assemblages and change in contribution of turnover to this spatial dissimilarity (Toussaint et al., 2014): (1) the change in contribution of turnover to dissimilarity reflects the change in the proportion of shared versus unique richness, i.e. it accounts for the six variables \( a, b, c, e, f, g \); (2) if the two assemblages were
of changes in taxonomic and functional dissimilarity. Homogenization examples, to illustrate the a priori independence of taxonomic differentiation and taxonomic homogenization are provided at the top and bottom of the figure, respectively. Taxonomic and functional dissimilarity is illustrated by the overlap of ellipses following the classical Venn diagram representation. Functional dissimilarity is illustrated as the intersection of the convex hulls shaping species assemblages in a multidimensional functional space. Here, for graphical convenience, there are only two functional axes and convex hulls are thus polygons. The functional space shared by the two assemblages is delimited by a dashed line. A hypothetical historical situation is shown in the central box of the figure. The two assemblages shared only two species while they have five and three unique species, respectively. Similarly, the two assemblages shared only a small part of the functional space. Taxonomic and functional dissimilarity ($D_T$ and $D_F$) are thus historically high ($\geq 0.80$). An example of taxonomic homogenization is shown on the left part of the figure, it results from the introduction of one non-native species in the poorest assemblage and one non-native species in the two assemblages. An example of taxonomic differentiation resulting from the introduction of two non-native species (colour-filled symbols), one in the richest assemblage and one in the poorest assemblage, is shown on the right part of the figure. For each of these two situations, examples of functional differentiation and functional homogenization are provided at the top and bottom of the figure, respectively. The values of change in functional dissimilarity are the same for the taxonomic differentiation and taxonomic homogenization examples, to illustrate the a priori independence of changes in taxonomic and functional dissimilarity.

Historically totally distinct ($a = 0$), dissimilarity was entirely driven by turnover, as all the diversity present in the poorest assemblage was also present in the richest one (Koleff et al., 2003). This property ensures that temporal changes in contribution of turnover to dissimilarity cannot occur when dissimilarity is maximal in both historical and current periods.

Datasets and statistical analyses

Fish occurrences in 137 river basins of western Europe were extracted from a world-wide database on freshwater fish faunas that compiles the available literature (including scientific reports, books, online data and grey literature) on species lists at the river-basin scale. Details on the database and references used per river basin are available in Brosse et al. (2013) and on the Biofresh data platform (http://www.freshwaterbiodiversity.eu/). The western European river basins cover most of the terrestrial area from the Iberian Peninsula to north-western Russia and from Norway to Greece (see Fig. S1 in Supporting Information). This area was selected as it benefits from extensive knowledge on the species composition of most river basins, as well as on species introductions or extirpations in each basin (see, e.g., Kottelat & Freyhof, 2007, for a synthesis). However, it remains possible that a few human-mediated translocations between adjacent basins have been considered as native occurrences or that rare species have been considered as extinct. Such potential bias is probably limited given that western Europe remains, with North America, one of the most intensively studied area of the world. Indeed, European data on fish occurrences, as well as introduction and extirpation events, are continuously updated in international collaborative platforms such as Fishbase (http://www.fishbase.org) and Biofresh. Those platforms were used to check and complement information in our database on species introductions and extirpations. Our database hence accounts for the status of each species (native, native extirpated and non-native) in each river basin and thus allows us to infer historical and current species composition (Brosse et al., 2013). Non-native species only refers to established species, and two different kinds of non-native fishes have been considered: translocated species that are native in western European basins and exotic species that originate from elsewhere in the world (Leprieur et al., 2008b; Brosse et al., 2013). Historical composition refers to the period before human activities affected fish faunas. Industrialization and associated exchanges of goods are responsible for most human-mediated fish introductions and extirpations (Leprieur et al., 2008a), and according to Ricciardi (2007) we considered the pre-industrial period (before the 18th century) as a reference for historical composition. Historical composition hence includes native species currently present and native species that are documented in the scientific literature (see Brosse et al., 2013, for a list of references) to have been extirpated (mostly during the 20th century). Current composition refers to the end of the 20th century, i.e. accounting for non-native species occurrences and for extirpation of some native species (Olden & Rooney, 2006; Villéger et al., 2011a).

The functional strategy of the 286 species present in the 137 assemblages studied was described using six functional traits commonly used in studies on fish functional diversity to describe two facets of fish ecology: food acquisition and locomotion (Olden et al., 2006; Buisson et al., 2013; Villéger et al., 2013). Two traits were measured as continuous variables: body length and body shape ratio (total length/maximal body depth). Three traits, diet, rheophily and vertical position in the water column, were coded as ordered traits (with five, three and three modalities respectively), and prey vertical position was coded using two categories (Table S1). Categorical traits and common adult body length were taken from Fishbase (Froese & Pauly, 2013) and Kottelat & Freyhof (2007). Morphological traits were
estimated from pictures of adult individuals from these two references. Functional distances between each pair of species were computed using Gower’s distance, which allows different types of variables to be mixed while giving them equal weights (Gower, 1971). Then, a principal coordinates analysis (PCoA) was carried out on this functional distance matrix (Villéger et al., 2008). The indices of functional dissimilarity and turnover were computed in the functional space made by the first three principal axes of the PCoA, following a trade-off between information quality and computation time (Villéger et al., 2011b, 2013). Indeed, the three-dimensional functional space provided an accurate representation of the functional dissimilarity between species (Mantel’s test between Gower’s distance on 2013). Indeed, the three-dimensional functional space provided species introductions and total number of translocations in each number of native species extirpations, total number of exotic Lichstein, 2007) with historical taxonomic dissimilarity, total number of non-native species introduced (r = 0.175, P = 0.041). The species richness per river basin increased on average by 30% from the historical to the current period (from 24.0 ± 15.3 to 31.4 ± 19.7).

**RESULTS**

The 137 European river basins considered in this study host 244 native fish species. Among these native species 23 were extirpated from at least one basin where they historically occurred and 84 were translocated to at least one basin where they historically did not occur. A total of 42 exotic species have been imported and subsequently established in the studied region. The number of native species extirpated from a basin was only weakly correlated with the total number of non-native species introduced (r = 0.74, SD ± 0.26). In contrast, historical functional dissimilarity was lower (0.44 ± 0.26), as was contribution of turnover to dissimilarity (0.32 ± 0.32, Table 1). Difference in richness between assemblages was on average higher for species richness than for functional richness (minimum/maximum ratio of 0.56 and 0.64, respectively, Table 1).

**Historical patterns of taxonomic and functional dissimilarities**

Historical taxonomic dissimilarity among European fish assemblages (i.e. before human activities contributed to the extirpation of some native species and the introduction of non-native species) was high with a mean value of 0.74 (SD ± 0.19; Table 1). Contribution of turnover to the taxonomic dissimilarity was also high (0.74 ± 0.26). In contrast, historical functional dissimilarity was lower (0.44 ± 0.26), as was contribution of turnover to dissimilarity (0.32 ± 0.32, Table 1). Difference in richness between assemblages was on average higher for species richness than for functional richness (minimum/maximum ratio of 0.56 and 0.64, respectively, Table 1).

**Temporal changes in taxonomic and functional dissimilarities**

Overall, fish assemblages in western Europe showed a weak trend towards taxonomic homogenization from the historical to the current period (mean change of −0.01 ± 0.15; Table 1). However, this low average value hid a great variability, with only 47% of assemblage pairs showing homogenization while 53.1% Statistical analyses were carried out using R (R Core Team, 2013), including the libraries betapart for computing dissimilarity indices (Baselga & Orme, 2012; Baselga et al., 2013) and ecodist for MRM analyses (Goslee & Urban, 2007).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taxonomic</th>
<th>Functional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dissimilarity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical</td>
<td>0.74 ± 0.19 (0.27;0.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current</td>
<td>0.73 ± 0.18 (0.31:0.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>−0.01 ± 0.07 (−0.18;0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution of turnover to dissimilarity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical</td>
<td>0.74 ± 0.26 (0;1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current</td>
<td>0.72 ± 0.26 (0;1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>−0.02 ± 0.14 (−0.32;0.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richness ratio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical</td>
<td>0.56 ± 0.24 (0.15;1.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current</td>
<td>0.55 ± 0.24 (0.14;0.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>−0.01 ± 0.15 (−0.30;0.32)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Summary of taxonomic and functional dissimilarities and contribution of turnover to dissimilarity, for historical and current periods. Temporal change corresponds to the current value minus the historical one. Richness ratios (minimum richness/maximum richness for each pair of assemblages) are also indicated. Values are mean ± standard deviation with confidence interval at 95% in parentheses.
showed no change or differentiation (Table 2, Fig. 3a). Contribution of turnover to taxonomic dissimilarity also showed a slight decrease (−0.02 ± 0.14; Table 1).

Change in functional dissimilarity was on average higher than change in taxonomic dissimilarity (−0.06 ± 0.14; Table 1). Cases of functional homogenization (i.e. assemblages that became functionally more similar) were more frequent than cases of functional differentiation (62.3 vs. 37.7%; Table 2, Fig. 3b). Contribution of turnover to functional dissimilarity decreased in the same proportion as for taxonomic dissimilarity (−0.02 ± 0.24; Table 1). However, there was strong variability of this index among assemblage pairs (Table 2, Fig. 3b). Among the 37.7% of pairs that showed functional differentiation, 27.3% also showed a decrease in the contribution of turnover while only 10.3% showed an increase. Among the 62.3% of functional homogenization cases, change in contribution of turnover was more balanced with 29.3% of assemblage pairs showing an increase in the contribution of turnover and 33% showing a decrease. The ratio of species richness between the poorest and the richest assemblage in each pair decreased slightly (−0.01 ± 0.15; Table 1). In contrast, the ratio of functional richness increased on average by 0.05 ± 0.16 (Table 1).

Change in dissimilarity and change in contribution of turnover to dissimilarity were weakly correlated for both taxonomic and functional facets (Fig. 3a,b). Changes in taxonomic and functional dissimilarity were positively correlated (Spearman’s correlation coefficient $\rho = 0.630$; Mantel test $P < 0.001$; Fig. 3c). Changes in the contribution of turnover to taxonomic and functional dissimilarity were also positively correlated ($\rho = 0.284$; $P < 0.001$; Fig. 3d).

Changes in functional dissimilarity were robust to the trait sensitivity analysis (Fig. S2). These results demonstrate that the observed trend towards functional homogenization was not driven by a single trait but actually reflected an overall trend towards more similar combinations of traits among assemblages.

### Determinants of changes in taxonomic and functional dissimilarities

Change in taxonomic dissimilarity could be significantly predicted from historical period and introduction and extirpation pressures (MRM, $R^2 = 0.248$, $P < 0.001$; Fig. 4). The historical level of taxonomic dissimilarity had a significant negative effect, i.e. pairs of assemblages with a high historical dissimilarity tended to be the more homogenized (Fig. 4). The total number of native species extirpations from the pair of assemblages did not have a significant contribution. The total number of introductions of non-native species coming from Europe (i.e. translocated species) in a pair of assemblages had a significant negative effect on change in taxonomic dissimilarity, i.e. pairs that received more translocated species tended to be more homogenized. In contrast, the total number of exotic species (i.e. coming from other continents) introduced had a positive, although weak, effect on change in taxonomic dissimilarity, i.e. pairs that received more exotic species tended to be more

---

**Table 2** Summary of frequency and intensity of changes in taxonomic dissimilarity, functional dissimilarity and contribution of functional turnover to functional dissimilarity. Percentages of taxonomic and functional differentiation include assemblage pairs that show no change. Values in parentheses are mean ± standard deviation of change in taxonomic dissimilarity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Taxonomic homogenization</th>
<th>Taxonomic differentiation</th>
<th>Total taxonomic change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decrease in contribution of turnover</td>
<td>41.5% (−0.15 ± 0.16)</td>
<td>17.9% (−0.13 ± 0.16)</td>
<td>23.6% (−0.16 ± 0.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in contribution of turnover</td>
<td>20.8% (0.06 ± 0.08)</td>
<td>11.4% (0.06 ± 0.07)</td>
<td>9.4% (0.07 ± 0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>62.3% (−0.12 ± 0.14)</td>
<td>37.7% (0.03 ± 0.02)</td>
<td>20.8% (0.03 ± 0.04)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
differentiated. Changes in functional dissimilarity were influenced by the same factors but the effects of historical dissimilarity and the total number of translocations were stronger (MRM, $R^2 = 0.318$, $P < 0.001$; Fig. 4).

**DISCUSSION**

The biogeography of the European freshwater fish fauna is marked by the legacy of the last glaciation and the subsequent recolonization from the Ponto-Caspian and Mediterranean refuges (Griffiths, 2006; Reyjol et al., 2007). For instance, native species richness across Europe shows a positive longitudinal gradient from east to west in addition to a positive latitudinal gradient from south to north (Reyjol et al., 2007). Because of these historical and ecological contingencies there was a high historical level of taxonomic dissimilarity between fish assemblages, especially across physical barriers such as the Alps and the Pyrenean mountains (Leprieur et al., 2011). Furthermore, the high level of taxonomic dissimilarity observed among the 137 river basins was mainly due to species replacement, as the contribution of turnover to taxonomic dissimilarity was also high (Fig. 3). However, despite this high level of taxonomic dissimilarity, functional dissimilarity remained moderate with a low contribution of turnover to dissimilarity (i.e. most of the functional dissimilarity was due to difference in functional richness). These results confirm the patterns found for 25 large European drainage basins (Villéger et al., 2013), i.e. lower functional dissimilarity than taxonomic dissimilarity and lower contribution of turnover to functional dissimilarity than to taxonomic dissimilarity. Thus, even if European freshwater fish assemblages contain distinct species (and different numbers of species) they share the same core combinations of trait values.

European rivers constitute a hot-spot of non-native species introductions (Clavero & García-Berthou, 2006; Leprieur et al., 2008a; Marr et al., 2010), due to the high demand for recreational fishing and aquaculture activities and to the high commercial activity within Europe and between Europe and other continents (Blanchet et al., 2009; Clavero, 2011). Meanwhile, anthropogenic pressure on freshwater ecosystems, through pollution, habitat modification (e.g. dams) and exploitation of fish populations, have led some fish species towards local extirpation (Kottelat & Freyhof, 2007; Freyhof & Brooks, 2011). However, the number of native species extirpated remains low at the river-basin scale compared with the number of introduced species (Leprieur et al., 2008a; Villéger et al., 2011a). The direction and
intensity of change in taxonomic dissimilarity among pairs of fish assemblages was variable, but on average we found a weak trend towards taxonomic homogenization (Tables 1 & 2, Fig. 3), which is consistent with previous studies on freshwater fish faunas in Europe (Clavero & García-Berthou, 2006; Leprieur et al., 2008b; Villéger et al., 2011a; Hermoso et al., 2012). We also found that the contribution of turnover to dissimilarity tended to decrease, but this change was marked by a high variability among pairs of assemblages, a pattern also found at the global scale (Toussaint et al., 2014). Furthermore, the change in taxonomic dissimilarity was independent of the change in the contribution of turnover (Fig. 3). This independence could be explained by the lack of a clear trend in the ratio of richness difference among assemblages. Indeed, the ratio between species richness of assemblage pairs decreased slightly from the historical to the current period but this average value hid a high variability (Table 1). Indeed, as human activities are the main determinant of non-native fish richness (i.e. there is no strong biotic resistance or biotic acceptance; Blanchet et al., 2009), the number of species introductions and extirpations is independent of native species richness, and thus these two processes did not affect the difference in species richness between assemblages.

The change in functional dissimilarity was higher than taxonomic change, with a global trend towards functional homogenization of 0.05; more than 10% of pairs experienced a functional homogenization greater than 0.20. However, functional differentiation remained frequent (38% of assemblage pairs) but of lower magnitude than homogenization. More importantly, even if there was a significant positive correlation between changes in taxonomic and functional dissimilarities (Fig. 3), in more than a quarter of assemblage pairs the changes were in the opposite direction (Table 2). For instance, 39% of the assemblage pairs that showed taxonomic differentiation were actually functionally homogenized and more than 10% of the assemblage pairs taxonomically homogenized were functionally differentiated (Table 2). For the remaining cases where taxonomic and functional dissimilarities changed in the same direction, the change in functional dissimilarity was most often of higher magnitude than the change in taxonomic dissimilarity, despite a high variability in the magnitude of this difference (Fig. 3). This discrepancy highlights the need to consider explicitly the functional facet of biodiversity, as changes in functional dissimilarity cannot be predicted by the change in taxonomic dissimilarity. Indeed, other than the number of non-native species added in a pair, the functional identity of the non-native species introduced is a determining factor of functional homogenization (Fig. 2).

Change in the contribution of turnover to dissimilarity was of the same magnitude for both taxonomic and functional dissimilarities (Table 1), with an average decrease of 0.02. However, the changes in the contribution of turnover to taxonomic and functional dissimilarities were weakly correlated (Fig. 3). More precisely, the decrease in the percentage of functional space filled by two assemblages was mainly due to an increase in the functional richness of the richest assemblage. However, when the percentage of functional space filled by the two assemblages increased, it could be coupled to either an increase or a decrease in the functional richness of the richest assemblage.

Changes in taxonomic and functional dissimilarity were significantly related to the historical level of taxonomic dissimilarity. This historical contingency is intuitive for extreme levels of taxonomic dissimilarity; for instance a pair of assemblages that historically had few species in common cannot experience a high taxonomic differentiation. The number of species extirpated did not play a significant role in explaining the change in dissimilarity (Fig. 4), confirming previous studies (Villéger et al., 2011a). This weak effect could be explained by the large spatial grain of our analyses (i.e. river basins) at which species extirpations are still scarce. In contrast, the number of non-native species introductions had a significant effect on both taxonomic and functional dissimilarity. However, the number of species widely translocated within Europe had a negative effect whereas the number of species introduced from other regions had a positive, although weak, effect on both taxonomic and functional dissimilarity (Fig. 4). This result parallels the conclusions of Leprieur et al. (2008b) on only taxonomic dissimilarity for 25 large European basins, and extends them to a much more complete set of European river basins (137 basins were considered in this study; Fig. S1) encompassing a wider range of basin sizes. Such a taxonomic pattern results from the large native range of the species that have been translocated (e.g. top predators such as the zander, Sander lucioperca) that by definition lead to homogenization between the assemblages that contain this species either as native or as introduced. On the contrary, exotic species have generally been introduced (and established) in few river basins (e.g. the mosquito fish, Gambusia affinis, only established in south-western Europe or the brook trout, Salvelinus fontinalis, only established in cold-water ecosystems) and thus they tend to differentiate the composition of assemblages.

More importantly, translocated and exotic species also have different effects on functional dissimilarity (Fig. 4). Indeed, increasing the number of translocated species increased the magnitude of functional homogenization, while increasing the number of exotic species tended to reduce functional homogenization. This discrepancy could be explained by the high functional richness and the low functional dissimilarity among European freshwater fish assemblages (Schleuter et al., 2012; Villéger et al., 2013) and by the low functional dissimilarity between native and translocated species that have evolved in basins with similar ecological conditions. On the contrary, several exotic species from North America that have been introduced in European basins have a particular morphology (e.g. Gambusia affinis or the black bullhead, Ameiurus melas) (Clavero & García-Berthou, 2006; Leprieur et al., 2008b). These functionally original species thus tend to increase both the functional richness of their recipient assemblage and the functional dissimilarity from other assemblages. Given the high number of species considered here, we only consider a small set of traits describing the main facets of fish functional niche (food acquisition and locomotion ability). To go further than our large-scale measure of functional dissimilarity it would be necessary to assess change in functional dissimilarity at the local scale,
which would require accounting for species relative biomass and more directly including functional traits linked to the effects of fish on ecosystem processes such as detailed fish diet, behaviour and nutrient excretion (Boulêtreau et al., 2011; Cucherousset & Olden, 2011; Capps & Flecker, 2013).

Simultaneously assessing changes in taxonomic and functional dissimilarities as well as the changes in their turnover components allowed us to understand the consequences of non-native species introductions and native species extirpations on the biodiversity of assemblages.

Here, for European freshwater fish faunas, we demonstrate that there is an overall trend towards functional homogenization that exceeds the magnitude of the trend to taxonomic homogenization. Indeed most of the non-native introductions were actually species translocations within Europe, which promoted a higher level of taxonomic and functional similarity between faunas. As translocated species are functionally similar to native species, they contributed to an increase in the functional richness of fish assemblages as well as to a decrease in the functional dissimilarity among them.

More importantly, there is no direct relation between change in taxonomic dissimilarity and change in functional dissimilarity, and thus the former cannot be used as a proxy for the latter. Hence, the direction and intensity of change in functional dissimilarity depend on several interacting factors such as historical dissimilarity and number and identity of the non-native species. The changes in functional dissimilarity reported in this study call for further assessment of functional homogenization of other taxa for which change in taxonomic dissimilarity has already been demonstrated, e.g. plants (Winter et al., 2009), birds (Lockwood et al., 2000) and ungulates (Spear & Chown, 2008). Furthermore, studying the local consequences of functional homogenization on the functioning and stability of ecosystems is of the utmost importance for understanding, predicting and mitigating the effects of global change on aquatic ecosystems.
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**Figure S1** Map of the 137 river basins.

**Figure S2** Results of the traits sensitivity analysis.
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